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Sa rko zy and other authors have characterized the multiplicative and the additive
sequences among the solutions g: N  C of homogeneous linear recurrence equa-
tions with complex coefficients. Their results are special cases of a much more
general theorem concerning recurrent sequences g satisfying certain functional
equations of the type g(nq+a)=q*g(n)+a* (n=1, ..., N) for sufficiently large
q, N # N with some coefficients a # N, a*, q* # C, q*{0. The results and methods of
proof given in the present paper are new.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
A sequence g: N  C is called recurrent if it satisfies a homogeneous
linear recurrence equation of the form
g(n+k)+ak&1 g(n+k&1)+ } } } +a1 g(n+1)+a0g(n)=0 (1)
for all n # N with constant coefficients ak&1 , ..., a1 , a0 # C, a0 {0, and some
order k # N0=N _ [0]. If (1) holds for all n # N exceeding a certain n0 # N
then g is said to be ultimately recurrent. The normalized polynomial
f (z)=zk+ak&1zk&1+ } } } +a1z+a0 # C[z] (2)
is called the companion polynomial of (1). By interpreting the indeterminate
z as endomorphism of the linear space F=[g: N  C], supplied with the
usual pointwise operations, such that g [ zg and zg(n)= g(n+1) for all
n # N and by writing the composition of endomorphisms as product, equa-
tion (1) takes the form
f (z) g(n)=0.
Sa rko zy [7], Lova sz et al. [2], Heppner and Maxsein [1] and Maxsein
[3] have studied recurrent and ultimately recurrent sequences g which, in
addition, are multiplicative (i.e., g(1)=1 and g(mn)= g(m) g(n) for all
coprime m, n # N) or additive (i.e., g(mn)= g(m)+ g(n) for all coprime
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m, n # N). Recently Methfessel [4] has found very short alternative proofs
of their results.
The purpose of this note is to point out that such strong additional
conditions of arithmetic nature which are imposed on g are not necessary.
In fact, they can be replaced by rather moderate and general assumptions.
We introduce the following notation:
Let IN be the initial segment [1, ..., N] of N. We shall call a sequence
g # F affinely reducible if there exist arbitrarily large numbers N, q # N and
integers a # N0 such that g satisfies an equation of the form
g(qn+a)=q*g(n)+a* (n # IN) (3)
with some coefficients q*, a* # C, q*{0, depending at most on q and a.
Equation (3) means that for the affine mapping . with .(n)=qn+a there
exists a dual affine mapping .* with .*(!)=q*!+a* such that the
diagram
IN ww
g
C
. .*
N wwg C
commutes, i.e., g b .=.* b g. It is easy to recursively construct affinely
reducible sequences by taking rapidly increasing sequences of numbers N, q
such that the progression qn+a (n # IN) terminates before the next progres-
sion of this form starts. As more natural examples of affinely reducible
sequences g consider
(i) additive sequences g,
(ii) multiplicative sequences g having the property that g(q){0 for
prime powers q=p& with arbitrarily large primes p and some exponents
& # N,
(iii) sequences of the form g(n)=:+(n+#)s h(n) where :, s # C,
# # Q, #0, and h : N  C is periodic.
Here the validity of (3) is seen by taking (i) a=0, a*=g(q), q*=1
for arbitrarily large N, q such that q is composed of primes >N;
(ii) a=a*=0, q*=g(q) for arbitrarily large N, q such that g assumes a
nonzero value at q=p& with some primes p>N and some exponents & # N,
(iii) q=1+Br, a=Ar, q*=qs, a*=:(1&qs) where r denotes any period
of h and A # N0 , B # N such that #=AB.
Evidently every sequence g of type (iii) with s # N0 is also recurrent since
g is annihilated by (zr&1)s+1, where r denotes a period of h. But it is not
at all obvious that these are the only sequences, which simultaneously are
affinely reducible and ultimately recurrent.
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Theorem 1. Let g: N  C be affinely reducible and ultimately recurrent.
Then g is recurrent, and there exist numbers r, s # N such that
(zr&1)s g=0.
Remark 1. The proof of Theorem 1 will also show that under the
above assumptions every endomorphism represented by a normalized poly-
nomial f (z) such that f (z) g(n)=0 for all sufficiently large n # N always
annihilates g(n) for all n # N.
Theorem 2. Let g: N  C be affinely reducible and ultimately recurrent.
Then there are constants : # C, # # Q, #0, s # N0 and a periodic sequence
h : N  C such that
g(n)=:+(n+#)s h(n) (n # N).
Remark 2. The assumption that g is affinely reducible in Theorem 2
can be replaced by the stronger assumption that g is additive in which case
the statement is valid with :=s=0, or that g is multiplicative and non-
trivial, i.e. g(n){0 for infinitely many n # N, in which case the statement is
valid with :=#=0.
In order to derive this from Theorem 2 we refer to examples (i) and (ii).
In both cases we may assume that g is not ultimately constant. Let r denote
a period of h and let q#1 mod r, q>1. Then there are infinitely many
n # N prime to q such that h(n){0. From g(q)= g(qn)& g(n) in the
additive case we obtain
g(q)=h(n)((qn+#)s&(n+#)s)
for all these n, which is impossible unless s=0. By replacing the periodic
sequence h by :+h the assertion in question follows. For the same reason,
the multiplicative case is done if s=0. Otherwise s # N, and
:(1& g(q))=h(n)((n+#)s g(q)&(qn+#)s)
for infinitely many n # N, which is impossible except for g(q)=((qn+#)
(n+#))s. Hence #=0, g(q)=qs and :=0. This completes the deduction of
Remark 2 from Theorem 2 and shows that the above mentioned results on
multiplicative or additive ultimately recurrent sequences are contained in
Theorem 2.
We notice that Theorems 1 and 2 are trivially valid for the null sequence
g. If g(n){0 for a certain n # N then, by the affine reducibility, there are
always infinitely many n # N with g(n){0. From now on we shall therefore
tacitly assume that g is different from the null sequence.
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2. Bundles of Recurrent Sequences
For the proof of Theorem 1 let g: N  C be ultimately recurrent, and let
f (z) # C[z] be the normalized polynomial (2) of minimal degree k # N such
that f (1)=0 and f (z) g(n)=0 for all n # N exceeding some n0 # N. It has
the decomposition
f (z)=(z&|1) } } } (z&|k)
with not necessarily distinct zeros |1 , ..., |k # C_=C"[0] and |k=1, say.
For arbitrary q # N we introduce the polynomials
fq(z)=(z&|q1) } } } (z&|
q
k)=z
k+aq, k&1zk&1+ } } } +aq, 0 . (4)
Obviously fq(0){0= fq(1) and f1(z)= f (z). For every q # N a recurrent
sequence gq : N  C is uniquely determined by
gq(n)=g(n) for n # [n0+1, ..., n0+k] (5)
and by recursive continuation,
fq(z) gq(n)=0 for all n # N. (6)
We shall study this bundle of recurrent sequences in order to show that
fq(z)= f (z) and gq= g for arbitrarily large q # N if g is affinely reducible.
From f (z) | fq(zq) we see that fq(zq) g(n)=0 for all n>n0 or, equivalently,
g(n+qk)+aq, k&1g(n+q(k&1))+ } } } +aq, 0 g(n)=0
for all n>n0 . We may replace n by .(n)=qn+a with fixed a # N0 .
Especially for q>n0 , this yields
g(.(n+k))+aq, k&1g(.(n+k&1))+ } } } +aq, 0 g(.(n))=0 (7)
for all n # N. Now, by the affine reducibility of g, we may choose arbitrarily
large numbers N, q # N, N>n0+3k, such that (3) is applicable. It follows
from (7) that
q*(g(n+k)+aq, k&1 g(n+k&1)+ } } } +aq, 0 g(n))+a*g(1)=0
for all n # IN&k with some q*{0 depending at most on q, a. Since q*{0
and f (1)=0 we obtain
fq(z) g(n)=0 for n # IN&k (8)
and for arbitrarily large N, q # N. Since f (z) g(n)=0 for all n>n0 and
fq(z) gq(n)=0 for all n # N by (6) we have
f (z) fq(z)(gq(n)& g(n))=0 for all n>n0 . (9)
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From (5), (6) and (8) we see that gq and g coincide on IN&k"In0$
[n0+1, ..., n0+2k]. But the companion polynomial f (z) fq(z) in (9) is of
degree 2k so that already gq(n)= g(n) for all n>n0 comes out. Hence also
( fq(z)&f (z)) g(n)=0 for all n>n0 . The polynomials fq(z), f (z) are both
normalized and of degree k, and fq(1)= f (1)=0. If they were different
then, apart from normalization, fq(z)& f (z) were a companion polynomial
of a recurrence equation for g of degree <k with fq(1)& f (1)=0 which
contradicts the minimality of k. This gives
fq(z)= f (z), (10)
and gq= g comes trivially from (6) and f (z) g(n)=0 for all n>n0 .
Next we show that f (z) | (zr&1)s for suitably chosen numbers r, s # N.
Equations (10) and (4) yield |q}=|?} for }=1, ..., k with a certain
permutation ? of [1, ..., k]. Let m denote the order of ?. Then
|qm} =|} (}=1, ..., k),
and therefore |1 , ..., |k # C_ are rth roots of unity where r=qm&1 # N.
Let s # N denote the highest multiplicity of a zero of f (z). Then
f (z) | (zr&1)s, and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. k
The statement given as Remark 1 is valid if the normalized polynomial
f *(z) of minimal degree such that f *(z) g(n)=0 for all n>n0 has the
zero 1. Then f (z)= f *(z). Otherwise we have f (z)= f *(z)(z&1) and
fq(z)= f q*(z)(z&1) so that
( f *(z)&f (z))(z&1) g=0,
and f *(z)= f q*(z) follows as in (10).
3. Polynomial Solutions of Certain Functional Equations
In order to prove Theorem 2 we first consider affinely reducible polyno-
mials. We shall show that an affine type functional equation is a rather strong
assumption for polynomials, and we shall meet precisely this equation in the
study of affinely reducible sequences of polynomial-exponential type.
Lemma. Assume that q # C_ is not a root of unity, and let a # C,
#=a(q&1). Then, for polynomials P(x) # C[x] of degree s # N, the follow-
ing assertions are equivalent:
(i) There are constants q* # C_ and a* # C such that
P(qx+a)=q*P(x)+a*; (11)
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(ii) There are constants : # C and ; # C_ such that
P(x)=:+;(x+#)s. (12)
In either case q*=qs and a*=:(1&qs).
Proof. It is easy to verify that (i) results from (ii) by inserting the given
expressions. While assuming (i) and comparing the leading coefficients in
(11) we see that q*=qs. By taking derivatives we obtain
p(qx+a)=qmp(x) (13)
for the polynomial p(x)=P$(x) of degree m=s&1 # N0 . It suffices to show
that (13) implies
p(x)=c(x+#)m (14)
with c # C_ from which (12) follows by integration, and a*=:(1&qs)
occurs by inserting (12) into (11).
For m=0 the constants c # C_ are the only polynomial solutions of
(13). For m # N we take the factorization
p(x)=c(x&!1) } } } (x&!m)
with zeros !1 , ..., !m # C and c # C_. Now (13) means that the zeros !+ of
p(x) are related to the zeros !+ q&a of p(qx+a) by !?+=!+q&a for
+=1, ..., m with a certain permutation ? of [1, ..., m]. Let l denote the
order of ?. Then ?l+=+, and by iteration
!+=a
ql&1
q&1
+ql!+
which implies !+=&a(q&1)=&# for +=1, ..., m and thus gives (14). k
For the proof of Theorem 2 let g{0 be ultimately recurrent and affinely
reducible. From Theorem 1 we know that
(zr&1)s+1 g=0
with certain numbers r # N and s # N0 which we may assume to be minimal.
For s=0 the statement of Theorem 2 holds trivially with :=#=0, and for
s # N we have to show that every affinely reducible sequence
g # Dr, s=ker(zr&1)s+1"ker(zr&1)s
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has the form
g(n)=:+(n+#)s h(n) (n # N)
with constants : # C, # # Q and some r-periodic sequence h : N  C.
Every recurrent sequence g # Dr, s has a representation (compare, for
example, Methfessel [5], Narkiewicz [6])
g(n)= :
r
\=1
P\(n) |\n (n # N) (15)
where |=e2?ir and P\(n) is either the null polynomial O or a polynomial
of degree s, and at least one of them has degree s. Now let the numbers
N, q # N be chosen sufficiently large, i.e., N>r(s+1), q>1, such that the
affine reducibility property (3) holds with certain numbers a # N0 , a* # C,
q* # C_. This gives
:
r
\=1
P\(qn+a) |\a(|q)\n=q* :
r
\=1
P\(n) |\n+a* (16)
for all nN. We conclude that q and r are necessarily coprime: Otherwise
the left side of (16) is a linear combination of terms having the form
Q(n) `n with some polynomials Q(n) of degree s and some d th roots `
of unity, where d is a proper divisor of r. It is therefore annihilated by
(zd&1)s+1 and, by q*{0, this transfers to g(n) for n # IN#Ir(s+1) . Hence
(zd&1)s+1 g=0 on N, which contradicts the minimality of r # N. Since the
sequences n [ n_|\n(_=0, ..., s; \=1, ..., r) are linearly independent we
may compare the coefficients in (16). For convenience we set P*(x)=P\(x)
if *#\ mod r (* # N, \=1, ..., r) and obtain the functional equations
P\(qx+a) |\a=q*P\q(x) (\=1, ..., r&1), (17)
Pr(qx+a)=q*Pr(x)+a*, (18)
valid for x # C, say.
Denote by l # N the order of q mod r, and let .1=., .l=. b } } } b .
(l times) where .(x)=qx+a so that
.l(x)=q
lx+
a
q&1
(ql&1).
By l-fold iteration, (17) implies
P\(.l(x))=q*
l`P\(x) (\=1, ..., r&1) (19)
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with some root ` of unity. The minimality of s # N0 implies that at least one
of the polynomials P\(x) has degree s. By comparing the leading coefficient
in (18) or (19) in either case \=r or 1\r, we obtain
q*=qs'
with a fixed root ' of unity. This gives
P\(.l(x))=q
lsP\(x) (\=1, ..., r&1), (20)
Pr(.(x))=qsPr(x)+a*. (21)
Hence all nonvanishing polynomials P\(x) (\=1, ..., r) have the same
degree s. Now our Lemma applied to (20) and (21) yields
P\(x)={;\(x+#)
s
:+;r(x+#)s
for \=1, ..., r&1
for \=r
(22)
with #=a(q&1), :=a*(1&qs) and some constants ;\ # C (\=1, ..., r),
including the possibility that some of the P\(x) are the null polynomial.
Finally, by inserting (22) into (15), we obtain
g(n)=:+(n+#)s h(n)
where evidently
h(n)= :
r
\=1
;\ |\n (n # N)
is r-periodic. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. k
4. Generalization
The assumption on g to be affinely reducible can be replaced by the
following more general condition:
There exist arbitrarily large numbers N, q # N and integers a, k* # N0 such
that g satisfies an equation of the form
g(qn+a)=q*g(n)+a*(n) (n # IN+k*) (3$)
with some coefficient q* # C_ and a polynomial a*(x) # C[x], depending at
most on q, a, with either deg a*(x)k* or a*(x)=O.
Then the statement of Theorem 1 remains unchanged. For the proof we
have to assume (z&1)k*+1 | f (z) instead of f (1)=0. In Theorem 2 the
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constant : has to be replaced by a polynomial :(x) # C[x] so that the
sequence g is of the form
g(n)=:(n)+(n+#)s h(n) (n # N).
For the proof our Lemma has to be modified slightly:
Lemma$. Assume that q # C_ is not a root of unity, and let a # C,
#=a(q&1). Then for polynomials P(x) # C[x] of degree s # N the follow-
ing assertions are equivalent:
(i) There is a constant q* # C_ and a polynomial a*(x) # C[x] such
that
P(qx+a)=q*P(x)+a*(x); (11$)
(ii) There is a constant ; # C_ and a polynomial :(x) # C[x] such
that
P(x)=:(x)+;(x+#)s. (12$)
In either case q*=qs and a*(x)=(1&qs) :(qx+a).
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